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A Quarter of a Century...
Adoption ARC

Vanda and her family

This is an extremely emotional and joyous
time for me. With the help and love of so
many people including our start-up team in
1994, our Board of Directors, our wonderful
staff, our partner agencies, our adoptive
families, birth families, adoptees and area
colleagues, we are blessed to reach this
amazing milestone. Thank you. I am
so very grateful to you, G-D and my
family.

Who knew that in 1994, we would
grow to assist in creating 1200 plus loving forever
families and meet the bravest men and women
our hearts could imagine- our birth families. This
magazine is a tribute to you all. It is a labor of love
and we wanted to try to feature every family that we
could. There are contributions from our first baby
who is almost 25, adoptive parents
who have shared their most intimate
first meetings both in photos and
words. We put in the kind facebook
comments on our anniversary date and
will treasure them always .

Happy Anniversary ARC!

Jonah celebrating 25 years

Jordan and Jordan -2 of our
2019 grads

Our
greatest
accomplishments
are YOU.. you make every day
worthwhile even when sometimes it
seems like we will never smile again.
Your love inspires us to reach more
families in need and move forward.
Over the past 25 years, there have
been many changes. In 2009, I gave
the reigns over to Merle Gutterman,
our Executive Director who has led us

into this new era with maximum oversight
to secure our licenses in Pennsylvania,
New Jersey and Delaware and the Hague
License for International Adoption. She
has led us into a new era and ensured
that Staff and the Board are up to date
on all functions of the agency. The past
ten years have blessed us with an amazing
Social Work Supervisor, Laura Hoffman,
LCSW. I cannot say enough
about Laura’s commitment to
the entire adoption triad. She
leads us with wisdom in the
counseling arena and in an
example of professionalism
and commitment.

Jordan and Karlie and Katie
become friends at the
reunion

Asher and Eli

Wendy and the twins
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Merle and Tara

The family that parties together...

We have had some wonderful
birth parent counselors over
the years and many of you have
seen a tribute to them on facebook.
Vanda Carullo has taken over
those duties 20 months ago and
is an amazing support system for
our families. Her commitment
and love for adoption is nothing
short of fantastic.

Laura and Tara

Loren, Heather and Larry

We have been so lucky to be on
the forefront of children’s issues in
the law. In 1996 and 1997, we took
custody of two abandoned infants
DJ Tran
from the City of Philadelphia and
placed them in loving family
and completed the adoptions
in 6 months. Please see our
“Baby Mitch” articles. In
the Commonwealth Court in
Pennsylvania, we made caselaw
with the attached Adoption ARC
vs. DPW case where the court
Nikki, Laura,
ruled that special needs infants Stephanie,
Tara and Merle
placed via private Pennsylvania
agencies may be subsidy eligible.
This was a case of first impression.
We have produced two wonderful
short documentaries with the
assistance of our terrific birth
mothers. The trailer for A Lifelong
continued on page 2

Barb and Bernie grab a bite

A Quarter...continued

Journey and The photos of
our 2016 film are attached.
Each time, I am truly
amazed by the way our
birth moms are willing
to educate us on their
journeys.
Catching up at the reunion

We are truly grateful for
all of our partner agencies, locally and abroad
such as Helping Hands, A New Way, Sunrise,
and Choices. Thank you to all the area prenatal
workers and hospital social workers with
whom we have such a wonderful professional
working relationship such as Gerry Keys,
Eileen Winter, Maria Sierra- Ortiz, Amelia
Schell, Erica Campbell, Kerry Heppin, Deborah
Bokas, Deborah Brown, Deborah Mittleman,
Daphne Simon, Julia Konn, Albert Einstein Medical
Ceter, Deborah Murdah, Ruth Marks, Debra Ford,
Jefferson Prenatal and “and many more”
We could keep going but we want you to enjoy
your 25th anniversary tribute book. Thank you for
allowing us to live our dreams and to be a part of the
miracle of family and adoption.

Rutger and Audrey fall for Dex

The first time I saw you...

by Stephan Kooijman

vacation”.

Steve and Violet with Shawn at a
reunion in 2004

Penny and baby Michael at
an ARC Reunion long ago

Nancy and Sam with their son, Ian and
Tara and Debbie and Maddie in 2004
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Final hearing day 1998

“Of course we still remember the
moment when we got Milan in our arms
at Adoption Arc. It was January 2015
and a huge snow storm was coming,
airlines canceled thousands of flights,
and government officials across the
Northeast urged residents to take heed
of the weather warnings and prepare for
the storm. Fortunately, we arrived back
in our hotel on time, together with Milan.
What an exciting way to start as a family
LOL. A few days later we were invited
to Tara’s home for a terrific Superbowl !
Party. We felt so welcome and so
blessed. Skip to two years later, June
2017. No more snow
storms, here we are,
celebrating summer
in Ibiza. About
that period of time,
Milan was crazy
about dressing up,
!
he had so many costumes
at home. We bought this
lion mask somewhere
during our vacation”.

Abby and her son 1998

!
!

When I first met you

by Mary Kasper

Tene

Making things final for Luke with
the whole family in 1997

Kyra is ready for Christmas 1998

I’ll never forget the day that Andrew and
I went to the agency to pick up
Ethan (as he was discharged from
the hospital). We were sitting on
the couch anxiously awaiting the
arrival of our son. Chonis walked
in with him in a car seat and we
were so happy to know that this
Dex and Rosalin
beautiful baby was ours and
how blessed we were to be
his parents. We knew how hard it was for Susan
to make this decision, but she chose us to be his
parents and all we could do to uphold that honor
was be the best parents to her son.You took a
Polaroid picture of us on the couch holding him.
Here’s my memory for Sarah...I was at work
when I received a call from Grace. She told me
that Andrew and I had been chosen by Sarah’s
birthmother, Kim, and that we could go to the
Brothers Forever
hospital to meet our daughter. I had no way of
reaching Andrew because he had a beeper, not a cell phone.
The day dragged on for what
seemed like an eternity. I
practically attacked Andrew
when he walked through the
front door after work and
School photo
told him that we had to meet
our baby! We drove to
the hospital and saw our
beautiful daughter for
the first time and cried.
He looked at her and called her Sarah. She opened up
her eyes and it’s all history from there.
You had such a profound impact on our lives and I’m
grateful for having chosen Adoption
ARC. Grace and Chonis were
The Muniz kids
amazing!

Tara, Tene Grace and Erin hang
out with a little guy in 2003

Toni

Annabelle 1997

!

Tara helps make James’
adoption final in 2005 with
the late Judge Cipriani and
Ed and Saskia

Full siblings place with the same
family 1998

Barb and Bernie grab a bite

’ll never forget the day that Andrew and I went to the agency to pick up Ethan (as he was
discharged from the hospital). We were sitting on the couch anxiously awaiting the arrival of our
son. Chonis walked in with him in a car seat and we were so happy to know that this beautiful
baby was ours and how blessed we were to be his parents. We knew how hard it was for
Susan to make this decision, but she chose us to be his parents and all we could do to uphold
that honor was be the best parents to her son.You took a Polaroid picture of us on the couch
holding him.
Here’s my memory for Sarah...I was at work when I received a call from Grace. She told me
that Andrew and I had been chosen by Sarah’s birthmother, Kim, and that we could go to the
hospital to meet our daughter. I had no way of reaching Andrew because he had a beeper, not
a cell phone. The day dragged on for what seemed like an eternity. I practically attacked
Andrew when he walked through the front door after work and told him that we had to meet our
baby! We drove to the hospital and saw our beautiful daughter for the first time and cried. He
looked at her and called her Sarah. She opened up her eyes and it’s all history from there.
You had such a profound impact on our lives and I’m grateful for having chosen Adoption ARC.
Grace and Chonis were amazing!

!

Finalizing Trevor’s adoption in 1997

Mykala and Elizabeth have
some Halloween fun in 1998

Gregg and Allison meet Sarah

Rita Toliver and Joanne meet
baby Tiana 1996

"

Deneen and family

Another ARC Reunion, Years ago

Tess
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Happy Family
"

Happy Anniversary, ARC!
March 7

•

Stefan Kooyman Happy Birthday!
Tamra Pawloski Congratulations 🍾🍾

•

🎈🎈 🎊🎊 🎉🎉
Tara with baby Sean 1997

Tomer Solomonov Congrats to all of you
What a wonderful accomplishment. 🍸🍸

🍸🍸 🍸🍸 🍸🍸 🍸🍸

•

Jinny Biesot-van Oeffelt Happy birthday 🎂🎂

•

Antonio Ortiz Great service!!! Congrats.

•

Yonette Ikemi Mounsey

🎉🎉
Bernard and Lorna meet their
son’s birth mom in 1997

'🥰🥰
•

Reinier En Chantal Bouwhuis Happy birthday🎊🎊

🎂🎂 💕💕

•

Marco Banis Congratulations Adoption Arc😄😄

•

Rina Shochat Congratulations! Many more!

•

Diana Schimmel Avena Congrats on this milestone!!

•

Corinne Tyris Colarulo Congratulations 💕💕

•

Jinny Upchurch Happy Birthday ARC! You've made us overjoyed 3 times over!💜💜

•

Tineke van der Meer Gefeliciteerd💞💞

•

Bas Booij Congratulations to everyone involved! Happy Anniversary!!!!!❤

•

Martijn Middeldorp Congratulations!

🎉🎉 🎉🎉 🎈🎈 🎈🎈 🎊🎊 🎊🎊

Karin, Tara, Miranda and baby
Jenna in 2005

🎈🎈 🎊🎊 🎂🎂

Placement time and the whole
office is here 1997

💞💞
🥳🥳 🥰🥰

Adoption ARC families in Dallas

Renee Esposito Chirico Congrats💖💖
•

•
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Stephanie Shreibman Congrats on your amazing accomplishments!!!!
Daniel Barten Tolhuijsen Indeed also our dreams came true thanks to ARC! We carry all of you in Laura with Felice and Colin 2017
our hearts ❤

•

Jeroen and Jeroen with their
daughter and her birth mom 2015

Merle Gutterman I am so proud to be a part of such an amazing agency!!! I can’t believe we’re 25!!!

Martijn Middeldorp Congratulations!

•

Renee Esposito Chirico Congrats💖💖
Stephanie Shreibman Congrats on your amazing accomplishments!!!!
Daniel Barten Tolhuijsen Indeed also our dreams came true thanks to ARC! We carry all of you in

•

•

our hearts ❤
•

Merle Gutterman I am so proud to be a part of such an amazing agency!!! I can’t believe we’re 25!!!
Lisa Jacobs-Smith Happy 25th Anniversary!! Thank you for connecting families & for all that you do to
Lisa Jacobs-Smith Happy 25th Anniversary!! Thank you for connecting families & for all that you do to
support both adoptive & birth families. Wishing you continued blessings. 🎈🎈 🥂🥂 \\
Laura and kids
support
both adoptive
& birth families.
Wishing
Jane Kielty
Congratulations
and thank
you you continued blessings. 🎈🎈 🥂🥂 \\
Jane
Kielty
Congratulations
and
thank
you
• Joke Spierings Congratulations💝💝
• Joke
Congratulations
💝💝
We Spierings
are so thankful
for
We are so thankful for
💖💖 💖💖 Ayden and Sawyer💖💖 💖💖
💖💖 💖💖 Ayden and Sawyer💖💖 💖💖
Caren Alice Happy birthday 🎈🎈
Caren Alice Happy birthday 🎈🎈
Jeeler and Lewis
Doménique de Gooijer Congrats 💚💚
Nina
Doménique de Gooijer Congrats 💚💚
Jane Hallmark Crowell You made so many dreams come true & supported so many birth mothers.❤
Jane Hallmark Crowell You made so many dreams come true & supported so many birth mothers.❤
Paulien Halfman-Pot Congrats!
Paulien
Halfman-Pot
Congrats!
Desiree
Spiteri Congratulations

Desiree Spiteri Congratulations
Vanda Carullo So happy to be part of this agency and help our birth moms and adoptive parents! ❤
Vanda Carullo So happy to be part of this agency and help our birth moms and adoptive parents! ❤
Michaël Latuperissa Congratulations 🎈🎈 🎈🎈 🎈🎈
Michaël
Latuperissa Congratulations 🎈🎈 🎈🎈 🎈🎈
• Werringloer
Gunver What an amazing achievement! 🎊🎊 🎉🎉 Congratulations
• Werringloer Gunver What an amazing achievement! 🎊🎊 🎉🎉 Congratulations
• JSenkids de Graaf Oh wow! 25 years of commited service to children and families!
• • JSenkids de Graaf Oh wow! 25 years of commited service to children and families!

Melissa

•

• Angela Middeldorp-Vree Congratulations 💐💐
Angela Middeldorp-Vree Congratulations 💐💐
• Jen Kim Woo hoo!
Jen
Kim Woo
hoo! And you made mine come true 21 years ago!
• Andrea
Simmons

Julian is full of smiles

Andrea
Simmons
you made
mine come true 21 years ago!
• Risa
NarrowAnd
Neiman
Congratulations!!
• • Risa Narrow Neiman Congratulations!!
Wendy Gremmé Congratulations ladies!! 25 years of beautiful work!
•

Wendy Gremmé Congratulations ladies!! 25 years of beautiful work!

•1Divemonster Pippi Happy Birthday 😍😍 respect for you and your crew
1Divemonster Pippi Happy Birthday 😍😍 respect for you and your crew
• Rmj Roberts Happy Birthday Arc! My first love ..growing families

Laura and Steph

• • Rmj Roberts Happy Birthday Arc! My first love ..growing families
Tara Amoroso Congratulations!
• • Tara Amoroso Congratulations!
1Felice Hassan Tara, you worked so hard to make your dream come true! Congratulations to you and
1Felice Hassan Tara, you worked so hard to make your dream come true! Congratulations to you and
everyone who helped you achieve this wonderful organization.😍😍
everyone who helped you achieve this wonderful organization.😍😍
Saskia Meelhuysen-van Lee Congratulations and many thanks for fulfilling our family dreams!
Saskia Meelhuysen-van Lee Congratulations and many thanks for fulfilling our family dreams!
• Lorianne Leaphart Lynch Congratulations and from the bottom of my heart thank you!!
• Lorianne
Leaphart
Congratulations
the bottom
of my heart thank you!!
• Mary Ellen
TwentyLynch
five years
of turning loveand
intofrom
families
. CONGRATULATIONS!!!
• Mary Ellen Twenty five years of turning love into families . CONGRATULATIONS!!!

❤❤
❤❤

• Kimberly Boericke Frazier
• Kimberly Boericke Frazier

Merle and Arianna in Mississippi

Michelle O'Keeffe Happy birthday Adoption Arc - congratulations to all the team who change lives for the
better. O'Keeffe Happy birthday Adoption Arc - congratulations to all the team who change lives for the
Michelle
better.
• Rutger Spier Congratulations 🎂🎂 🎉🎉
• Rutger Spier Congratulations 🎂🎂 🎉🎉
Lily is almost one!
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Patricia de Kort Congratulations 🎉🎉
Wendi Barish 25 years and countless new families! Congratulations!
•

Mark Halfman Congrats

•

Henrieke Meijer congrats!!!

•1Jewelle Jones Congratulations!

Jeriah as a teen

•

Christie Shaffer Esworthy Happy anniversary! We are so grateful to you for making us a forever
family!

•

Tara Gutterman Solomonov We could not have done this all without our amazing birth parents,
adoptive parents, Staff, Board of Directors, and partners, Adoptiestichting Anw in Holland, Sharon
O'Driscoll- Helping Hands in Ireland, Choices and Sunrise in Canada, the countless US agencies,
foster parents, and all of our amazing family and friends. We feel humbled and blessed!

•9Adoptiestichting Anw Tara Gutterman Solomonov 😘😘 ❤
Kara Muniz Happy Birthday Adoption Arc!

❤

•

Gerard Doornbos Congratulations!

•

Marlous En Rogier Congratulations! 🍾🍾

❤ 😘😘

Atisha Patel Congrats!! Can't even imagine all the lives you have impacted and changed!!
•

Just pure love

Sinéad Byrne Congratulations...thank you so much for making our dreams come true ❤ . We are
so blessed to be a family of three 😍😍

❤ 😍😍 ❤

•

Lisa Lobitz Congratulations! Such important work.

•

Pam Allan Blessed 3 times by ARC babies(25, 21 and 18 years ago). Thank you Tara and all the
ARC staff!!

•

Shawn Lacy Congrats.

•

Linda En Marco Franssen Congrats 💐💐
So proud of you!!!!! 6

💐💐 💐💐 💐💐 💐💐

❤😘😘

•1Claudia Bevaart-Banis Happy birthday ❤ 🎉🎉 🎉🎉 🎉🎉 😘😘
Ine Van Diesen Congrats🎉🎉

🎉🎉 🎉🎉

Wilma En Joop Banis Congrats 🎊🎊 🎉🎉 🥂🥂
Sabine Boer Very happy to be part of the Arc family!
•

Deirdre and Maurice

We are complete

Janine Pawlowsky Happiest of Birthdays- what an amazing accomplishment. The wonderful and lifechanging impact that Adoption ARC has had on families is priceless.

Marian Top Happy birthday!
•

Andrea Prendki McCluskey Congratulations!!!!!

•

Selma Spivack Congratulations to you all

Leslie Ferron-Smith Congrats 🎈🎈
Rochelle
Napoli
andwonderful
thank youwork!
Daneen Young for getting us started on our
• Jeff Polonsky
Spivack Love
youCongratulations,
guys! Keep up the
•

Chantal van Ammers

adoption journey❤
Rochelle Polonsky Napoli Congratulations, and thank you Daneen Young for getting us started on our
• Tara Gutterman Solomonov Hi, All: I would like to use all your love comments on our Facebook
adoption
journey
page with
your❤
names. If you are not in agreement with this, please inbox me. Thank you!
Merle and Julian
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• • Sharon
Tara Gutterman
Hi, All:
I would
to use all
love comments
onisour
Facebook
O'Driscoll Solomonov
Happy Birthday
ARC
, your like
dedication
to your
the children
you place
truly
page with your names. If you are not in agreement with this, please inbox me. Thank you!
inspirational 💕💕 finding the right family for each child is your mission and for a partner agency you are
• wonderful
Sharon O'Driscoll
Happy .Birthday
ARC
, your
dedication
to the
children you place is truly
to work alongside
Here’s to
many
more
successful
years
•

inspirational 💕💕 finding the right family for each child is your mission and for a partner agency you are
wonderful
to work alongside . Here’s to many more successful years
Vivianne
Lemmens-Kuijpers

sharon and Laura

inspirational
💕💕 isfinding
the
family
eachischild
and for a partner age
Sharon O'Driscoll
Happy
ARC
your child
dedication
the right
children
youafor
place
truly is your
inspirational
💕💕 finding
the Birthday
right family
for, each
yourtomission
and
for
partner
agency
you mission
are
Vivianne Lemmens-Kuijpers
Lemmens-Kuijpers
wonderful
to
work
alongside
.
Here’s
to
many
more
successful
years
Vivianne
wonderful
to work
alongside
. Here’s
to for
many
more
successful
years and for a partner agency you are
inspirational
💕💕 finding
the right
family
each
child
is your mission
Vivianne
Lemmens-Kuijpers
wonderful to work alongside . Here’s to many more successful years
• Vivianne Lemmens-Kuijpers • Vivianne Lemmens-Kuijpers
Victoria Guntz
Guntz Concepcion
Concepcion They
They those
those year
year you
you have
have made
made aa lot
lot of
of forever
forever families......was
families......was so
so happy
happy to
to
Victoria
• Vivianne Lemmens-Kuijpers
be part
part of
ofGuntz
andConcepcion
watch the
the joy
joyThey
in the
thethose
new parents
parents
faces....and
watch
the
babies
look up
up at
at their
theirso happy to
Victoria
year youfaces....and
have madewatch
a lot of
forever
families......was
be
itit and
watch
in
new
the
babies
look
be part
of it and
watch
the joy in the
new
parents
faces....and
watch
the
babies
lookthey
up atwere
theirhome.
Victoria
Guntz
Concepcion
New
parents
and
snuggle!
I'm
their
arm
,knowing
•• Victoria
Guntz
Concepcion
New
parents
and
snuggle!
I'm
their
arm
,knowing
Victoria
Guntz
Concepcion
They
those
yearthey
you were
have home.
made
a lottoof forever families......was s
Victoria
Guntz
Concepcion
They
those
year
you
have
made
a
lot
of
forever
families......was
happy
•Chris
Victoria
Guntz Concepcion
Newbe
parents
and
snuggle!
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,knowing
theyfaces....and
wereu so
home.
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and
watch
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in
the
new
parents
watch
the babies look up at their
Norr
Pierson
So
glad
because
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I
have
one
special
son
and
another
one
helped
Chris
Sothe
glad
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I have
one special
loving
and another
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u helped
be partNorr
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so
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one special
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•finalize
Victoria
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New
parents
and
snuggle!
I'm
their the
arm
,knowing
were
finalize
thank
uu from
the
bottom
my
heart
♥
♥
♥
be part
of it and
watch
joy inof
the
parents
watch
babies
lookthey
up at
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finalize thank u from the bottom of myChris
heart Norr
♥ ♥Pierson
♥
So glad
because
of you
I have
one
special loving son and another one u h
•
Chris
Norr Pierson
So glad because
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one special
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and
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theyone
were
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our life
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Scott Hartzel
Hartzel Happy
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Adoption ARC!
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Hugs
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brought
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greatest
life😄😄
•Rick
Ungar
Levine
Congratulations
🎈🎈
🎊🎊
🎉🎉
Lucas
Congratulation
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Your
work
will
liveHappy
on with
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the many
many
families’
livesYou
youcertainly
have touched.
touched.
•Brian
Lysa
Ungar
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•Scott
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Lisette
Brianna

Julian

Wyatt and Finn

Grace

Jenna
Angela

Janine NathanPawlowsky with her
granddaughter

Rita

Amitha becomes a
mom to Ira

Rosalin
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THEN
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AND

NOW

Amber

Dayana

Merle

Laura

Mikalah

Tara

Vanda

Naigel

Upchurch Girls

Kirsten

Tytianna

Case, Jordan, Allen

Darius

Karlijn and Kristy

Hair and Skin Care

!

by Stephanie James, Esquire

Many of our new families
and some of our old
families have asked me
about hair and skin care for
their infant. Clearly, by no
means am I an authority in
this area, but this article is
a result of their urging. I
would like to suggest some
helpful hints for skin and
hair care for your AfricanAmerican child.
What
must be understood is that
African-Americans, no matter what complexion, tend to
have dry skin and scalp by nature. Therefore, you must
always moisturize the skin and scalp.
From newborn to age one you want to
use moisturizing soaps and lotions, such
as Dove mild, Lubriderm, Eucerin, Keri,
and Moisturel. You must moisturize your
child’s skin daily after every bath or face
wash. The skin must be moisturized to
protect it from becoming dry and from
cracking.
!

On the scalp from age 0 months to one-year-old, you
want to use baby oil. Daily, saturate your child’s hair
with the baby oil. You can massage the scalp at this time
to promote growth. This loving gesture is also a great
way of bonding with your baby. If flaking or cradle cap
occurs, then you want to moisturize the scalp more with
baby oil and brush and/or comb the hair away from your
child’s face.
As your child grows older, things will change. Please
be mindful that there is no such thing as “good” hair or
“bad” hair. African-Americans come in many different
skin complexions as well as many different hair types.
Thick hair is no better than thin hair, beginning at nine
months, you want to use all-natural hair care and/or hair
grease products. Johnson & Johnson has an AfricanAmerican hair care product line called “Baby Love”.
These products are very good for babies as well as older
children, and the shampoos won’t hurt the eyes. After
your child gets older, you want to use hair care products,

which
are
all-natural
products containing no
lanolin. If you are able to
get to a beauty supply store,
most areas have an AfricanAmerican hair care section.
There are many other good
products out there. If there
are no African-American
products sold in your area,
feel free to give our office
a call. We would be glad to assist you in making all
purchases or assist you in finding the toll-free telephone
numbers to for the companies that make these products so
you can place an order.
Now, what to do with that hair if you
have a little boy? It is an AfricanAmerican tradition that boys do not
get their hair cut until they are at least
one year old because in their culture,
a haircut symbolizes a rite of passage
from babyhood to toddler hood. Most
African-American barbershops will
provide you with a certificate, depicting
the date and time of this time-honored
tradition. A toddler’s hair is usually
scissor-cut first, then as he gets older, the barber may
then use clippers to cut his hair close to the scalp. You
may want to take your child to an African-American
barbershop because they will know how to cut his hair
and they can also assist you in taking care of your child’s
hair, and may introduce you to new hair care products.
!

While your son has curly or straight hair, you just want
to keep it moisturized. If you son’s straight hair or curly
hair has become thicker and harder to manage before he
turns one year old, you want to oil
the scalp and braid his hair. Don’t
worry. People will still know that
he’s a boy. It is a very common
style for little boys.
I am not a professional hair braider
but what you want to do is:
You will need a comb, brush, and
continued on page 10

!

contact the agen
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Hair and Skin Care...continued
!

contact the agency.

something to keep the hair
in sections, and most of all,
patience. Now, let’s begin.
From the forehead back to
the neck, part your son’s hair
into two sections. Then from
ear to ear, part your son’s
hair. You now have four
sections of hair. Now divide
each of the four sections into
two. Braid each of the eight
sections. Then, depending on how long or short your
son’s hair is, you may have more than eight sections to
grab the hair. Now, brush the small division of hair, grab
it, and begin braiding. Remember, not so tight. You may
want to keep the braids in until next bath or hair washing.
Remember, keep it moisturized daily. Also, do not over
wash your child’s hair. African-American hair is dry by
nature, so you will only need to wash the hair once a week
or even bi-weekly.
Little Girls are just a bit different. If your daughter’s hair
is curly and short to medium length, then you want ot
moisturize it daily and put on a head band. If it becomes
too long, thick or unmanageable, then you may want to
begin braiding her hair. You want to section the hair as
mentioned above, and you could just braid the hair and put
barrettes at the ends to keep the braid in firmly. As your
child’s hair grows longer, you may want to section the
hair differently, making three sections from the forehead
to the center of the head, making the center section the
largest. You can use Hair Balls (rubber band with bright
colored plastic round balls at the end) or Scrunchies to
hold the hair, braid the hair, and put the barrette on the
end. In the rear section, you can part the hair down the
center and have two sections. Put hair balls on the hair
and plait it and put barrette on the end. These hair balls
and barrettes can come in many different colors, which

Wendy and Eelco meet Julian
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Handsome Dan

Laura gives some love
to Julian

usually can be matched to the outfit that your child is
wearing on that particular day. Spending this extra time
will give your daughter a great sense of pride in herself
and enhance her self-esteem in whom she is—a beautiful
African-American girl!
If you are able to braid hair into the head, then you are
in better shape than I am. Braiding can be done in many
different styles, all of which are beautiful. It could be
braided up into one pony tail or all individual braids,
which are more common today.
Synthetic hair can be added to lengthen your child’s hair
or create a different style, but this is not usually done until
the child is much older. It is entirely up to you when and
if you decide to use synthetic hair in braiding. If you are
unable to do your daughter’s hair, then what I suggest
is for you to locate an African-American beauty salon,
make an appointment, and take your daughter. There are
also braiding salons that can professionally braid your
daughter’s hair. The hair stylist can also assist you in
taking care of your child’s hair and suggest other products
to use on her hair. Don’t be afraid to ask question. It is
important for you to be able to assist your child with this
important part of grooming.
Just as an aside, you do not have to take the individual
braids out of girls’ heads in order to wash the hair. These
hair styles often last about one month, depending on how
well you and your daughter keep up with it. That does
certainly make things a lot easier!
I hope this article has answered some of your questions
regarding hair and skin care for your child. In the future,
I plan on writing more articles that may answer some of
your questions. So please, if you have any other questions,
feel free to contact the agency.

Levi brought his parents for a
visit last week!

Nuria is an equestrian in training

Jacob does some camping
Beautiful Amy

The Orsezzeck Family
1997

They have that new
family smile

Peter, Mirjam and Dex
meet Sam

OUR HAPPY FAMILY BEGINS

Larry and Heather meet Loren

Jan and Ineke meet Flloyd

Sue, Kamra, Grace, Tara, and
Sasha get some baby love

Happy family of four

Meeting Joey Around 2005

Two men and a baby 2007

Penny, MIke and Michael Jr.
meet Samantha

Chris and Lisa are now a
family of three

Mom and Dad meet Cydney
Peter and Lorrayne and Zach
meet Kalli

Two dads...two kids
Our little angel

Erico and Irene visit with their
beautiful children

Tim and Tina meet their
beautiful son with birth mom,
Donna

Our family is complete

Welcome Zahra

Penny with toddler Robert, Jr.
The Woermann Family

Such pride and joy
Belinda and Denise meet Zoe

Shara and Rob fall in love!

Joost and Goosta meet their son
and his birth family

Tim and Tina meet their
beautiful son with birth mom,
Donna

Nancy, Sam and Ian meet
their newest memebr
John and Jinny meet baby
Dayanana

The Beckman/Doss family meet their
wonderful son

Morgan and Petra meet their
son and are all smiles

Peter and Ingrid meet Glenn
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The Balmer family 1995
The Stanley famly 1999
Marc and Carin, of blessed memory, and Sophie meet Ely

Introducing our new
daughter 1996

IN THE MEDIA

Adoption ARC spreading awareness

Anali and Vanda off to a training session

Lunch and Learn

Laura tells Benji his Adoption story in a book

Adoption ARC presents a 17-minute video featuring ARC clients, A Lifelong
Journey: Birth Mothers Speak About Adoption. Participants discuss creating an
adoption plan, open adoptions, working with ARC, and coping with their decisions.

!

Celebrate 20 years and our brave birth mothers.
Please view at www.vimeo.com/75781785 Password: Tara2013

!
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ADOPTION ARC INC v. DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WELFARE
Commonwealth Court of Pennsylvania.
ADOPTION ARC, INC., Petitioner, v. DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WELFARE, Respondent.
Decided: April 07, 1999
Before DOYLE, J., FLAHERTY, J., and MIRARCHI, Jr., Senior Judge. Tara E. Gutterman, Philadelphia, for petitioner. Charlotte A.
Nichols, Philadelphia, for intervenor, Philadelphia County, Dept. of Health and Human Services.
Adoption Resource Center, Inc. (ARC), on behalf of two minor children, appeals from an order of the Department of Public Welfare
(DPW) that had accepted a Hearing Examiner’s recommendation to affirm the decision of the Philadelphia County Department of Health
and Human Services (County Agency) denying the children’s request for adoption assistance.
This Court’s standard of review of a decision by DPW is limited to a determination of whether DPW’s adjudication is supported
by substantial evidence, is in accordance with law or whether constitutional rights were violated. Nolan v. Department of Public
Welfare, 673 A.2d 414 (Pa.Cmwlth.1995), petition for allowance of appeal denied, 546 Pa. 650, 683 A.2d 887 (1996). Because we
believe that the decisions of the County Agency and DPW are not supported by substantial evidence, we reverse DPW’s decision
to deny adoption assistance eligibility to M.H. and J.M.Therefore, we conclude that a child placed with an adopting family
through a private, non-profit organization such as ARC may be eligible for adoption assistance, provided that he or she meets all
other requirements set forth in the regulations.
Although we do not find the state regulations to be in conflict with federal law, the conclusion reached by both the County Agency
and by DPW was not supported by substantial evidence. Thus, we hold that J.M. and M.H. should be deemed eligible to obtain
adoption assistance. Accordingly, the decision of DPW is reversed.
ORDER
NOW, April 7, 1999, the order of the Department of Public Welfare with respect to J.M. and M.H. in the above-captioned matter is hereby
reversed.
DOYLE, Judge.

Former social worker supervisor
Grace Lloyd cradles a little
one in 2003

Benji, Jonah and Lily at the
ARC reunion in 2014

German Reunion of Arc families in 1997

Placement of Mykelti 1997- Tara,
Leah and Mom Lorna

Baby Simon in the mid-90’s

Heather and Larry meet their
little angel

Daniel meets Sawyer

Dayanna and her pretty smile

Bryan and Valerie with Canaan
and Addison in 1997

A better Mantel photo

Meeting Mitchell -1996 The Mantell Family
First US-Dutch Adoption

A little boy has arrived and our family is complete
Herbert and Margariet and
Yannick meet Kristen

Jena gets her face painted at
the ARC reunion in 2005

Welcome little girl

Anna and Sofie ages 7 and 5

wow! This is so great...we came
back for another the following
year!

Now I have two handsome huys Ed and Saskia

Dex 1 year old

We have our little angel

We came all the way from
Switzerland to meet our baby

Ramon Muniz 10 years old

Ronan and Christine make
Rory final

Beth meets Imani 2003

Making things forever

Yason
Boaz Goalie

Ivy

The Muniz kids

Eoghan and Laila
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Both of my families

X

by Kristen Phieger

Hi my name is Kirsten Phlieger, and in August of
1994 my parents Scott and Dawn Phlieger adopted
me from Adoption Arc. I was one of the first babies
adopted from this organization! Back in 2014 I
found my birth mom Charlotte on Facebook and
ended up not only talking to her but her sister
Yolanda as well. A couple months later my birth
brother Tyrone added me on Facebook and we
started taking every once in awhile. Now fast
forward to 2018 , Tyrone’s finance sent me a text message and asked if I’d
like to come up to Philadelphia for her and Tyrone wedding and we were
going to make a huge surprise out of it because it would be are first time
meeting. Instead of waiting until August to meet my family and I decided
to take a family vacation up to Philadelphia and
with the help of Kenisha we pulled off the biggest
surprise ever! Tyrone and I finally were able
to meet and he had the opportunity to meet my
parents and little brother and sister! I still made
the trip out to Philadelphia in August and while I
was there I got to meet my birth mom Charlotte
and her husband they even picked me up from
the airport which was a
surprise to me! While I was in
Philly I was able to meet my
three nieces Tyrone’s daughters, my birth grandma
who I think we look so much alike! I was able to
meet Charlotte’s sister Yolanda and all of here other
sisters. I met my birth dad’s father and his brother
and some of his aunts! My birth father passed away
in 2004 from heart problems and my other birth
brother passed away in 2014 due to cancer. We all
still keep in touch and we are planning on meeting
up again soon!
Note from Tara:Kirsten who was our first ARC baby graduated from Fort
Hays State University with a Bachelor’s Degree in Medical Science in
December, 2018. We thank her for sharing her amazing journey with us.
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Tara and Kahle at her
adoption final hearing in 1993

Baby Sarah who is now in
college

Tara representing ARC at a
conference 1998

Placement Day

Final hearing for Darniecia with mom and dad,
Tara and Judge Esther R. Sylvester 1998

The Pugh Family at the 10 year reunion

Off to South Carolina to meet
birth mom

Laura with baby Sky

Sofie-Ryan off to school

Just some US-German guys and
their cars

The Romp family comes to visit
with their beautiful daughers

German Reunion

Jackie, Tara and Christine with a
beautiful baby

Mary Kasper and an exciting dad
hold precious cargo
The day they waited for... forever... our Swiss
family and their precious daughter 2015

A New Way reunion 2013

Martijn and Nivea meet their
daughter 2014

Nothing like daddy-daughter
love 1996
Chris and Anna meet Briara 2014
Leyla and Elay

James and Scott

Wendy and Eelco meet the twins

Robin and Mees have a
playdate

Wendy and Eelco and Elay and Leyla
with Julian, Oma and the Judge

Thomas-hard at work

Johan and Tijman at an ARC reunion

jinny and Olaf meet Aaron

Dad turns 80the Gutterman clan

Vanda, Jinny, Olaf and Aaron

Jayne,Ben and Sophie meet
Abigail

Handsome guys just hanging out
Happy 4th of July from Luke
Happy Final Hearing Day

Jonah, Eli and Benji 2010
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Adoption Coordinator & Oﬃce Manager

MEET ANALI
Adoption Coordinator
& Office Manager
Anali is originally from Argentina but relocated to the Greater Philadelphia area in
2010. She has a bachelor’s degree in Counseling Psychology and a Masters in Human
Services.
Before relocating to the United States, Anali worked as an international social worker
!
for 10 years in Argentina, Chile and El Salvador. While stationed in these countries, she contributed in disaster relief,
Anali
is originally from
Argentina but
relocatedtoto vulnerable
the Greater Philadelphia
area in 2010.
development
initiatives,
support
populations,
drugSheprevention programs, and teen pregnancy educational
has a bachelor’s degree in Counseling Psychology and a Masters in Human Services.
community outreach programs.
Before
relocating
to thereaching
United States,
an international
worker fortime
10
When
she’s not
outAnali
to worked
peopleas in
need, she social
is spending
with her sweet 10 year old daughter, taking a walk
years in Argentina, Chile and El Salvador. While stationed in these countries, she contributed in
downtown with her DSLR camera, in the kitchen making Argentine empanadas, diving into a great book or enjoying a
disaster relief, development initiatives, support to vulnerable populations, drug prevention
romantic
film! educational community outreach programs.
programs,
andforeign
teen pregnancy
When she’s not reaching out to people in need, she is spending time with her sweet 10 year old
daughter, taking a walk downtown with her DSLR camera, in the kitchen making Argentine
empanadas, diving into a great book or enjoying a romantic foreign Nilm!

final hearing

A Happy Family of four

Nora and Leyla snuggle

Chris and Carole meet their son and his birth
family 2004

Meeting Lilly

The De Boer Siblings

The Beckett Family

Graham is checking out the college
seen with mom and Auntie T.

Lucy and Zara

Patrick and Leon meet Alec

Rob and Ivy give us some love

Meeting Kiera’s birth mom

Jena and Brittany ages
23 and 20
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Mom Christie with her daughetrs, Katie and
Karlie

Brent and Tygo

Boyd wins the big trophy

Our sweet birth parent
counselor, Toni Morre loving a
little girl

Sharon and Linda meet their
gorgous baby

What a sweet baby she is giving her birth
mom a smile.

Patrick and Bettine meet Judge

Rich and Dan welcome Sierra
with Issac

Grandmom shows mom how to cuddle
her new daughter

Merle, Tara and Mom Trudy work Mount Air Day 1994

Greg and Karen welcome
James to the family

Our sweet little Rose is coming home

The Kendrick Family

Bob and Sue with Hayden and his
birth mom 1995

A little boy has arrived and our family is
complete

Baby Cheyenne is her family’s
miracle

Eli graduates
elementary school and
gets an award

wow! This is so great...we
came back for another the
following year!

We have our little angel

Welcome little Sean from Alabama

Martijn, Angela and Luke and
Marlous, Rogier and Zahra join
Tara and Tomer for Brunch

Mike and Alice welcome their
new daughter

Bas and Trintje meet Niene

Phil and Lisa with their new
baby son

Great meeting and lunch with A New Way

Dex visits us in Philly

Andrew and Caitlin meet
their new son

Dex- have car will travel

Baby Maria is s pretty toddler

Ellis with Bennett and Lisa
Our newest little one gets a cuddle from Laura

Making Eleanor’s Adoption Final

Jan Raulin
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Amy and her family come home
to ARC to visit

Mark at 15

Summer 2019

The Gieling siblings

Martijn and Angela meet Luke

Mitch and Jonah talk sportsJPG

Ella in China

Meeting JULIAN

The fab four

Gary, Lori and daughter Hailey
visit after 18 years

The Fitzpatrick Family

Robin and Jesse

Ella in China

Jordan

Dex and Sam

Axel and Brigit meet Martha

Ed and Saskia are blessed with
another son

Matthijs and Merida meet baby
Aaron 2004

Jamie and Jamie meet
their son. Will they nam him
Jamie?

Anne and Merlon and big brother
Max meet Annika

Rita and Chris meet Cheyenne
Lorna and Chris meet their
new son

Jan and Gerlofke meet their
baby
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Max hangs out on his
parents’ lap

The Shroeder Family

Meeting Joshua

Ellis meets Lisa and Bennett

Helma and Jon meet Mitchel

Meeting our son Mark

Turning twenty- five years old is a
milestone for all of us here at Adoption
ARC. It has been, and continues to be
an honor to work with all members of
the adoption triad as well as well as our
partner agencies, Choices in Canada,
A New Way in Holland and Helping
Hands in. Ireland. The area adoption
professionals in the prenatal clinics,
health centers and hospitals make it a
team effort to provide the best services
and support to our birth parents,
infants and adoptive families. The
Surrogates Court of Camden County
and the Philadelphia Family Court
work tirelessly to ensure that all legal
paperwork is processed accurately that
every adoption is in the best interests
of the child. We can never forget
the generosity and guidance of our
magnificent Board
of Directors who
are comprised of
Adoptive Parents, A
Former Birth Parent
Irish Final Hearing Day

Meeting our daughter and her
birth nmom

Terry meets Rian

We continue to support women and
families in need who wish to make
an adoption plan with free options
counseling, grief and loss preparation
and support as well as housing,
food, maternity clothing and items
to ensure a healthy, safe pregnancy.
We continue to advocate for adoption
as a reproductive health choice and
a means of empowering women and
their families. We hope to never hear a
woman “give up my baby for adoption”
or “put my baby up for adoption” but
rather to make a proactive plan that
considers the best interests of the infant.
So, come join us in the celebration of

Judy

strong families.
See you soon!
Finalizing in Holland

Our United States
reunion took place in Medford ,New
Jersey on July 27, 2019.
We will make two stops in Europe. The
first reunion will be on August 18,2019
in Cork, Ireland.
The next reunion will take place in
Amsterdam, The Netherlands on
August 24, 2019.
Ireland -we could never forget about
you on our 25th Birthday year! Helping
Hands, our amazing partner and we
will host a meet and greet and 25th year
celebration/Adoptive Family Reunion
in Cork on August 18, 2019. Please
come and celebrate with us! Looking
forward to seeing everyone! The
location is TBA.
ARC Netherlands

Jan and Vivianne meet Kyra

Princess Olivia gives us
a smile

meeting our little angel

Thea ans Jaap and big
brother pose with Tom

Fred gets his forever
mommies

The best gift...2005

Counselor, A Medical Professional and a
Financial Advisor. Thank you so much!
We will be celebrating all summer with
three big reunions across the globe! All
ARC families and professionals as well
as waiting families are welcome. Please
let us know how many adults and
children will be coming wifinth you.

The Wyse/Zimmerman family
meet their son

Kamra
Jacob and his foever family

Katelyn graduates
high school

Welcome home, baby boy!
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families

HAPPY FOREVER

Cradle Care
A L A B O R O F LOV E
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I just want to take a moment to give
a shout out to the unsung men and
women who care for our newborns
until their forever families can come
to them. They are our cradle care
providers who are also Adoption
ARC licensed foster families.
Over the years, many of these
wonderful folks have becomes
legends for their love, patience and
nurturing. We want to thank you
so much for giving our babies so
much love and support. Our current
families include Sandra Concepcion
and Jose Santiago, Kim and Dave
Frazier, Gregg and Pam Shivers
and Jan Raulin. We also pay
special tribute to Miss Brenda, Miss
Lauretta and Miss Deborah who
were and are still amazing woman.
We love you!

Miss Lauretta
Pam and Gregg Shivers and PJ

Foster mom Kim Frazier with her
daughter Brooke and her foster baby

Miss Brenda

Miss Deborah with Elileen and Richard
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Donations

are just a click away!

Go to adoptionarc.com and lease make a tax deductible
donation in any amount to Adoption ARC to assist us with
our mission of serving families.

Adoption ARC

Pennsylvania, New Jersey and Delaware Licensed

Adoption ARC

Pennsylvania, New Jersey and Delaware Licensed

TARRAGON OFFICE CENTER
811 CHURCH ROAD
SUITE 202
CHERRY HILL, NJ 08002

OR CURRENT RESIDENT

